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Presentation Notes
By way of disclosures, I freely admit to having the bias of a patient’s perspective on healthcare. I have no competing interests.I participate in all my roles without a salary. Our conference hosts, IBES, has funded my travel here and enabled me to stay long enough to learn about Brazilian healthcare and share my ideas with you. Thank you!I have no other financial interests in my work that is entirely voluntary.



Population Area
Norway 5.3 million 385 sq km
British Columbia  5.1 million 945 sq km



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three big ideas to keep in mind always, :Healthcare is a collaboration, not a service.Healthcare defined by relationships of trust.Improving care is improving relationships.



Nick Francis
1929 - 2008
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I’d like to introduce you to my husband, Nick.His unexpected death in hospital only 8 days after surgery opened the door on patient safety for me.We were aware of risk, but I was not prepared for a system uninterested in learning from whatever had happened.There was no case review. Nick’s nurses were abandoned, never to learn why their patient died. There would be no system learning.I was told, ”Carolyn, this happens every day?I could not accept this disrespect for healthcare workers.So I know very well how poor care damages the nurses and doctors and managers who work in isolation from the patient and from each other.That is why I do this work.



What our care networks really look like

BMC Systems Biology 2011, 5:168 



Ecosystems are not only 
more complex than we think,

they are more complex than we CAN think. 

Egler, Frank E, The Nature of Vegetation 1977
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how to better understand



“the citizen-patient”
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as you know I call myself...



Working definition of 
“citizen-patient”

a person who has health services experience 
(patient or family) AND has an interest in 
supporting system level improvement
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and so it is an act of citizenship to contribute to better healthcare for others



Six Levers to 
Help Organizations 
to Accelerate 
Healthcare 
Improvement

https://www.cfhi-fcass.ca/PublicationsAndResources/ResourcesAndTools/six-levers
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Promoting evidence-informed decision-making means ensuring that healthcare providers and their managers have access to up-to-date information and are trained in finding, assessing, adapting and applying data and evidence for improvement.Engaging your front-line managers and providers to collaborate and become agents for improvement helps build a culture committed to providing better care, better health with better value-for-moneyFocusing on population needs means understanding the population you serve (e.g., conducting a needs assessment of your catchment area). This will enable your organization to provide the right care, at the right place and at the right time..Creating supportive policies and incentives means implementing organizational policies that ensure a healthy workplace and support employees to acquire and use improvement skills.Building organizational capacity means training staff in healthcare improvement, giving them the ability to identify necessary improvements based on evidence, supporting them in implementing these changes and recognizing them for doing so.And finally [CLICK], engaging patients and families can drive quality improvement and enable your organization to tap into a wealth of ideas and knowledge about the design, delivery and evaluation of services. 



We’re all patients, Carolyn!
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different experience, interests, skills and ideas about change and improvement.Of course, health professionals are also sometimes patients themselves and family members of patients.That experience is certainly a patient experience, but different. knowledge and familiarity, but maybe more aware and worried about safety!So too are differences between experiences of people with chronic conditions who have a long history. VS someone for whom medical encounters are new and unknown.



Want to improve healthcare to benefit others

Able to participate – can you accommodate 
chronic conditions, mobility, language, 
transportation, costs, other barriers?

>> Be Aware of Who You May Be Excluding

Important citizen-patient attributes
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not personal advantage  



Why engage citizen-patients?
 to improve the quality of care services and experience
 to inform and educate patients and the public
 to build confidence with the public
 to teach health professionals to bridge the silos
 to make better use of health care resources
 to improve how health services are evaluated

to transform healthcare culture
Adapted from Cartwright and Crowe, 2011 
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speaker
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Patient knowledge, the lived 
experience, is different —and just as 
essential — from information 
provided by the health professionals. 
“Veteran Patients” can help the next 
person coming up the same path to 
know what’s ahead.

Patients Helping Patients
(and providers!)



Seek the right fit of skills and attributes

Your citizen-patients are likely nearby

Build on small successes

Enthusiasm is contagious

Invest in valued relationships

“Strength in Diversity”

Recruiting



https://www.albertahealthservices.ca/assets/info/pf/pe/if-pf-pe-guidebook-for-engaging-patient-family-advisors.pdf









Levels of involvement

International Association for Public Participation, 2007

 Inform - convey information to citizen-patient (1-way)

 Consult - collect information from citizen-patient (1-way)

 Involve - exchange information in task (2-way)

 Engage - partner with citizen-patient in project 

 Empower - place authority for final decision-making in the 
hands of the citizen-patient
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GOALSInform = raise awareness of decision already madeConsult = improve decision-making, listen + testInvolve = generate ideas and start problem solvingEngage = shared decisions and actionsEmpower = delegate responsibility and accountability



> newsletters, flyers, notice boards

> surveys, questionnaires, interviews

> focus groups, discussion groups

> workshops, training sessions

> conference invitations: speaker, delegate

> appointments to project team, committee

Match techniques to desired output

more at International Association for Public Participation, 2007



Spectrum of Family Engagement
From “Families at the Centre” (2015)
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Here’s one version of different types of family engagementConsider the dynamics a play when you include the person and family in different ways. How, why, system promise and impact on family experience.  (BC Ministry of Health)



Inform? 

Consult? 

Involve? 

Engage? 

Empower?
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These levels of participation are not the only approaches. 
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an American presentation of various levels of engagement: by setting for participationDirect Care; Org design and governance; Policy making.



http://www.inhealthassociates.co.uk David Gilbert is a mental health service user, 
Director of InHealth Associates that provides 
advice and support for patient and public 
engagement. He is  also Patient Director at 
Sussex MSK Partnership (Central). The views 
in this  article are his own. He blogs 
at http://www.futurepatientblog.com and is 
on Twitter @DavidGilbert43

http://www.futurepatientblog.com/
https://twitter.com/DavidGilbert43


The Engagement 
Cycle



The Engagement 
Cycle
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start with pop level = perhaps demographic characteristic, or a geographic area, or a medical condition.



The Engagement 
Cycle



The following are about the ‘journey’ itself …

o Right treatment at the right time (timely access)

o Right treatment in the right place (physical access)

o Not being passed from pillar to post (continuity of care)

o Continuous care (after-care)

o Support for independence (e.g. self-care)

What matters to patients

A framework for thinking about patient experience
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Common elements found in "what matters to patients"First: in the process of interacting with the health system



These things should be in place at all points during care 
and treatment…

o Staying well (prevention, health promotion, self-care)

o Getting better, feeling better (outcomes of care)

o The right care from the right people (clinical quality, safety of 
treatment)

o Treated as a human being (humanity of care)

o Information, communication and having a say (involvement)

o Being supported (incl. support for carers and relatives)

o Safe, clean, comfortable place to be (environment of care)

What matters to patients

A framework for thinking about patient experience
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core elements in every venue



All these things matter to us…  no matter who we are 
and regardless of circumstance…

o Different people from different communities may have 
different sorts of barriers to getting what they need

o Different sets of people may make different trade-offs 
between elements (i.e. access vs. quality)

o Equalities and diversity issues are cross cutting themes

What matters to patients

A framework for thinking about patient experience
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Appreciation for the diversity among individuals in care and populations across our healthcare system.



Strength in Diversity



12 tough questions before you start

The first five…
What are we aiming to achieve?

Where have we got to so far?

What will the citizen-patients get out of it?

Are we prepared to resource it properly?

Why have we not done this before?
Adapted from Cartwright and Crowe, 2011
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Patient and Public Involvement ToolkitEditors(s):Julia CartwrightSally CroweFebruary 2011free online https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/book/10.1002/9781444328370 



 Involve citizen-patients from the start?

Honest in managing their expectations?

What are our expectations?

Prepared to give up some power?

Prepared to take some criticism?

Next five of 12 tough questions…

Adapted from Cartwright and Crowe, 2011



Commitment to this from the top and 
from the bottom of the organization?

Long-term change, or one-off effort?

The last of 12 tough questions…

Adapted from Cartwright and Crowe, 2011



https://fhs.mcmaster.ca/publicandpatientengagement/index.html

Dr Julia Abelson



https://www.cfhi-fcass.ca/sf-docs/default-source/patient-engagement/pe-patient-tip-sheet-from-advisors-e.pdf?
https://www.cfhi-fcass.ca/WhatWeDo/PatientEngagement/PatientEngagementResourceHub/Results.aspx
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Clarify my roleEducate others on my role and the value I bringEquip me with the information I need to be successfulInvolve me from the beginningincluding one patient advisor is good / including more is betterSustain my involvement throughout the processMake engagement activities accessible and provide options for how I can get involvedPromote networking opportunitiescontinue working with us after the project has finishedwe can do much more than just tell our stories.

https://www.cfhi-fcass.ca/sf-docs/default-source/patient-engagement/pe-patient-tip-sheet-from-advisors-e.pdf
https://www.cfhi-fcass.ca/WhatWeDo/PatientEngagement/PatientEngagementResourceHub/Results.aspx


Aim to build a relationship, to nurture talent

Make it easy for citizen-patients to participate

Make your request clear, verify understanding

Respect citizen-patients’ expertise and contribution

ALWAYS offer thanks for their time and generosity

Reward with feedback on what difference it made

Golden Rules

Adapted from Cartwright and Crowe, 2011



The patient always leads
…but we travel together

Who leads healthcare improvement?

RISK

REWARD
UNKNOWABLE



What can you do by next Tuesday…

to engage citizen-patients?

➜➜ nothing will happen without you!



Join Up with Others to Share Your Ideas
~ Problem-solve Together ~

Invite the Patient and Family to Learn with You!

[The Best Solutions and Processes will be LOCAL]
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Begin with one or two patients and family members; encourage them to bring along a friend so they don't feel so alone.Explain your goals and ideas about joining up for helping the system get better. Explore their ideas. Learn with them. Then you ask them to bring along a few more people for the next discussion. 
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Tusen takk!
carolyn.canfield@ubc.ca




